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Welcome!

• Please share:  Let others know you are here with #HPCCTechTalks

• Ask questions!  We will answer as many questions as we can following each speaker.

• Look for polls at the bottom of your screen. Exit full-screen mode or refresh your screen if 
you don’t see them.

• We welcome your feedback - please rate us before you leave today and visit our blog for 
information after the event.

• Want to be one of our featured speakers?  Let us know! techtalks@hpccsystems.com
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https://hpccsystems.com/resources/blog
mailto:techtalks@hpccsystems.com


Call for Presentations 
No Open
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Reminder: 2018 HPCC Systems Community Day, Atlanta
• Poster abstracts due September 7
• Sponsor packages still available
• Workshop & Poster Competition on October 8
• Main event on October 9
• Registration is open to our external Community!
• Visit hpccsystems.com/hpccsummit2018

https://hpccsystems.com/hpccsummit2018


Today’s Guest Moderator
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Lorraine Chapman
Consulting Business Analyst & Internship Program Manager
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions
Lorraine.chapman@lexisnexisrisk.com

Lorraine has worked alongside software developers for over 20 years in a 
supportive role which has ranged from producing documentation including 
developing on-line help systems to software testing and release management. 
Lorraine also administers the HPCC Systems Intern Program and manages our 
application to be an accepted organization for Google Summer of Code. 
Lorraine is an active blogger on our website covering a wide range of subjects 
from new release information, features and improvements and the work 
students have completed during their internships. 

mailto:Lorraine.chapman@lexisnexisrisk.com


Today’s speakers
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Robert Kennedy
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
PhD Student
Florida Atlantic University
rkennedy@fau.edu

Robert Kennedy is a first year Ph.D. student in CS 
at Florida Atlantic University with research 
interest is in Deep Learning and parallel and 
distributed computing. His current research is in 
improving distributed deep learning by 
implementing and optimizing distributed 
algorithms.

Shah Muhammad Hamdi
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
PhD Student
Georgia State University
shamdi1@student.gsu.edu

Shah Muhammad Hamdi is a Ph.D. student (3rd year) in the Department of 
Computer Science of Georgia State University. He works in Data Mining Lab 
(DMLab) under the supervision of Dr. Rafal Angryk. His research interests 
are machine learning, data mining and deep learning, more specifically, 
finding interesting patterns from real-life graphs and time series data. His 
research finds applications in the fields of solar weather analysis and 
neurological disease prediction. Before joining the DMLab for the Ph.D., he 
worked one year as a Lecturer in Computer Science in Northern University 
Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh. He received his Bachelor degree in 
Computer Science in 2014 from Rajshahi University of Engineering and 
Technology (RUET), Rajshahi, Bangladesh.



Today’s speakers
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Saminda Wijeratne
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
Masters Student
Georgia Institute of Technology
samindaw@gatech.edu

Saminda Wijeratne is a Masters student in the Department of 
Computational Science and Engineering of Georgia Institute of Technology. 
His area of research is High Performance Computing in Distributed clusters 
and AI areas such as ML and Neural networks. His adviser is Dr. Srinivas 
Aluru professor and co-Executive Director in Georgia Tech IRI in Data 
Engineering and Science. Saminda was a senior software engineer for 3 
years in the industry at WSO2, an open source technology provider which 
offers an enterprise platform. He obtained his Bachelor of Computer 
Science from University of Moratuwa, Sri Lanka.

Aramis Tanelus
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
Advanced Robotics Team
American Heritage High School
aramis.tanelus@lexisnexisrisk.com

Aramis Tanelus is a programmer and senior at American Heritage High 
Schools where he is the lead programmer for the Advanced Robotics 
Team. He works with the ROS operating system collecting data from 
robots developed by the team and turns it into actionable output to 
help with robotic tasks. He current is an intern in Boca Raton working 
on a project to develop software interfaces between robotic sensors 
and the HPCC Systems platform.

mailto:samindaw@gatech.edu


Dimensionality Reduction and Feature Selection in ECL-ML

Shah Muhammad Hamdi
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
PhD Student
Georgia State University
shamdi1@student.gsu.edu



Outline

• Background of Principal Component Analysis

• Using PBblas for parallel PCA implementation

• MATLAB’s PCA implementation on an example dataset
• Implicit Cholesky factorization-based parallel PCA 

• Eigendecomposition-based parallel PCA

• Helper functions 
• Conclusion and future work 
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Background of Principal Component Analysis

• PCA is a well-known dimensionality reduction technique.

• It is used for data compression, visualization of high dimensional data in 2D or 3D 
space, and improving the performance of supervised/unsupervised learning 
algorithms.

• Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the covariance matrix can produce the 
Principal Components, i. e., the dimensions on which the data variance is 
maximized.

• Projection of the data points from their original space to the Principal Components 
can reduce the dimensionality.

• Parallel implementation of PCA is important, because the size of the covariance 
matrix can be very large, and SVD can be computationally expensive.
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Example of PCA on UMass face dataset 
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100 images from UMass 
face dataset, each of size 
32 * 32

Top 36 principal 
components after PCA 
calculation

Reconstruction of the 
images using 100 top 
principal components 
(more than 10x size 
reduction)



Quick poll:
Can PCA be used for improving the performance 
of classifier or clustering algorithms?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Using PBblas for parallel PCA computation 

• Parallel Block Basic Linear Algebra Subsystem (PBblas) is a library for HPCC 
platform which helps execute matrix operations using the parallel processing 
capabilities of the HPCC system clusters.

• It handles matrices in a special format called Layout_cell
• Layout_cell format has 4 fields 

1. Workitem id (wi_id)
2. Row index (x)
3. Column index (y)
4. Value (v)
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An example 3*2 matrix

Same matrix stored using Layout_cell format of PBblas



Existing matrix operator functions of PBblas
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The goal of this project is to develop parallel PCA using these PBblas functions as building blocks



MATLAB implementation of serial PCA on an example 2D dataset of 
50 samples
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Visualization on the 2D 
(original) space

PCA(X) Computed 
values of covariance 
matrix, Singular 
values and left and 
right singular vectors 

Visualization of the first 
and second principal 
components (orthogonal 
straight lines)

Visualization of the 
projection of the data 
points from original 2D 
space to the 1D space 
(first PC)



Implemented model 1 in HPCC platform: Implicit Cholesky 
Factorization-based parallel PCA
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Vince Fernando, K. and Parlett, B.N., 1995. Implicit Cholesky algorithms for singular values and 
vectors of triangular matrices. Numerical linear algebra with applications, 2(6), pp.507-531.

• This algorithm returns the singular values 
and the singular vectors of the SVD. 

• Implementation overview: Covariance 
matrix calculation + Cholesky 
decomposition of Covariance matrix + 
Algorithm 2

• The convergence is implemented by 
Frobenius norm of two consecutive Li’s.

• We tried two versions for this 
implementation.

1. Using ECL-ML’s QR decomposition 
function

2. Making the Pbblas customization of 
ECL-ML’s QR decomposition code.



Result comparison of implemented model 1.2 in HPCC, and MATLAB 
implementation on the example 2D dataset
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MATLAB’s output Covariance matrix

Singular values

Left singular vectors

Right singular vectors

U and V are not exactly the same, and singular values show deviation.



Implemented model 2 : Eigendecomposition-based parallel PCA

• We followed the structure of already existing PCA function of ECL-ML.

• We customized all necessary functions for being compatible in PBblas by 
transforming all matrix input and output format from ML.Mat.Elememt type 
to PBblas.Layout_cell type, and by using PBblas matrix operation functions.

• Basic overview of the approach 
• Covariance matrix calculation  SVD of covariance matrix  QR decomposition until 

convergence (L2-norm-based)
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Result comparison of implemented model 2 in HPCC, and MATLAB 
implementation on the example 2D dataset
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MATLAB’s output Covariance matrix

Singular values

Left singular vectors

Right singular vectors

U and V are exactly the same, and singular values don’t show deviation.



Quick poll:
If we do SVD on a real-valued symmetric matrix, 
will the left and right singular vectors be the 
same?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Helper functions 
• In the path of the implementation of parallel PCA, we have developed several utility 

functions, which are very frequently used in any machine learning project.
• These functions can be used independently when the inputs and outputs are Layout_cell matrices. 

Therefore, they increase the functionality of PBblas
• We have also fixed some bugs in existing PBblas code, such as sparse matrix handling in axpy.ecl

• At this point, we have PBblas implementations of:
1. L2-norm of a vector
2. Frobenius norm of a matrix
3. Construction of identity matrix of a given shape
4. Construction of vectors of only ones, zeros, or any constant value.
5. Dot product (inner product or cosine similarity) of two vectors
6. Householder transformation of a matrix
7. Matrix decomposition modules: We had only Cholesky and LU decomposition in PBblas before. Now 

we have Eigendecomposition, Singular value decomposition, and QR decomposition too.
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Conclusion and future work

• Parallel implementation of PCA in HPCC platform is done and tested with three 
datasets

• Toy dataset (50 samples; 2 features)
• Friedman3S dataset (1000 samples; 4 features)
• Umass face dataset (100 samples; 1024 features)

• Now we are working on the PBblas implementation of kernel PCA for non-linear 
dimensionality reduction

• Implementing kernels such as linear, Gaussian, Sigmoid, and Polynomial.

• In future, we look forward to implementing some feature selection algorithms for 
ECL-ML

• Fisher : Supervised and univariate
• Mutual information: Supervised and univariate
• mRMR : Supervised and multi-variate
• Laplacian score : Unsupervised and univariate
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Questions?

Shah Muhammad Hamdi
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
PhD Student
Georgia State University
shamdi1@student.gsu.edu
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Parallel Distributed Deep Learning on HPCC Systems

Robert Kennedy
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
PhD Student
Florida Atlantic University
rkennedy@fau.edu



Quick poll:
If you use machine learning, are you using 
HPCC Systems for building the models?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Background

• Expand HPCC Systems complex machine learning capabilities

• Current HPCC Systems ML libraries have common ML algorithms

• Lacks more advanced ML algorithms, such as Deep Learning
• Expand HPCC Systems libraries to include Deep Learning
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Presentation Outline

• Project Goals

• Problem Statement

• Brief Neural Network Background
• Introduction to Parallel Deep Learning Methods and Techniques

• Overview of the Technologies Used in this Implementation

• Details of the Implementation
• Implementation Validation and Statistical Analysis

• Future Work
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Project Goals

• Extend HPCC Systems Libraries to include Deep Learning

• Specifically Distributed Deep Learning

• Combine HPCC Systems and TensorFlow
• Widely used open source DL library

• HPCC Systems Provides:
• Cluster environment
• Distribution of data and code
• Communication between nodes

• TensorFlow Provides:
• Deep Learning training algorithms for localized execution
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Problem Statement

• Deep Learning models are large and Complex

• DL needs large amounts of training data

• Training Process
• Time requirements increase with data size and model complexity
• Computation requirements increase as well

• Large multi node computers are needed to effectively train large, cutting 
edge Deep Learning models
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Neural Network Background

• Neural Network Visualization
• 2 hidden layers, fully connected, 3 class 

classification output

• Forwardpropagation and 
Backpropagation

• Optimize Model with respect to Loss 
Function

• Gradient Descent, SGD, Batch SGD, 
Mini-batch SGD
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Parallel Deep Learning

• Data Parallelism

• Model Parallelism

• Synchronous and 
Asynchronous

• Parallel SGD
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Data Parallelism Model Parallelism



Implementation – Overview

• ECL/HPCC Handles the ‘Data Parallelism’ part of the parallelization

• Pyembed handles the localized neural network training
• Using Python, TensorFlow, Keras, and other libraries

• The implementation is a synchronous data parallel stochastic gradient 
descent

• However, it is not limited to using SGD at a localized level

• The implementation is not limited to TensorFlow
• Using Keras, other Deep Learning ‘backends’ can be used with no change in code
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TensorFlow | Keras

• TensorFlow
• Google’s Popular Deep Learning Library

• Keras
• Deep Learning Library API – uses TensorFlow 

or other ‘backend’
• Much less code to produce same model
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Implementation - HPCC and ECL

• ECL Partitions Training Data into N partitions
• Where N is the number of slave nodes

• Pyembed – plugin that allows ECL to execute python code

• ECL Distributes the Pyembed code along with data to each node
• Passes into Pyembed the data, NN model, and meta-data as parameters
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Implementation – Pyembed

• Receives parameters at time of execution, passed in from ECL
• Then converts to types usable by the python libraries

• Builds localized NN model from the inputs
• Recall this is iterative so the input model changes on each Epoch

• Trains the inputted model on its partition of data
• Returns the updated model weights once completed

• Does not return any training data
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Code Example – Parallel SGD
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Case Study – Training Time – Design

• Using a ‘big-data’ dataset, 3,692,556 records long
• Each record is 850 bytes long

• 80/20 Split for Training and Testing Datasets
• We use 10 (from the 80 split) data set sizes, each with different class imbalance 

ratios
• 1:1, 1:5, 1:10, 1:25, 1:50, 1:100, 1:500, 1:1000, 1:1500, 1:2000
• Ranging from 2,240 records to 2,241,120 records
• 1.9 MB to 1.9 GB in size

• Each dataset is run on 5 different cluster sizes
• 1 node, 2 nodes, 4 nodes, 8 nodes, and 16 nodes
• Cluster is cloud based and each node has 1 CPU and 3.5 gigs of memory
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Case Study – Training Time – Results

• Note the Y scale of the Left graph is logarithmic
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Case Study – Model Performance

• Uses same experimental design as 
previous case study

• Model performance is slightly 
improved by number of nodes

• See: slope of the red line

• Other dataset sizes’ model 
performance effects out of scope

• Due to the severe class imbalance
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Future Work

• Improved Data Parallelism
• For HPCC systems with multiple slave Thor nodes on a single logical computer

• Model Parallelism Implementation
• Hybrid Approach – Model and Data parallelism

• Asynchronous Parallelism
• This paradigm has additional challenges on a cluster system
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Conclusion

• Successful Implementation of a synchronous data parallel deep learning 
algorithm

• Case Studies show the runtime is valid across a wide spectrum of clusters 
sizes and dataset sizes

• Leveraged HPCC Systems and TensorFlow to bring Deep Learning to HPCC
• Started new open source HPCC Library for distributed DL

• Accompanying Documentation, Test cases, and Performance tests

• Provided possible research avenues for future work
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Quick poll:
What roles do you see HPCC Systems filling in 
the domain of Deep Learning?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Questions?
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Robert Kennedy
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
PhD Student
Florida Atlantic University
rkennedy@fau.edu



Developing HPCC Systems Data Ingestion APIs
for Common Robotic Sensors

Aramis Tanelus
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
Advanced Robotics Team
American Heritage High School
aramis.tanelus@lexisnexisrisk.com



Background

• There are many Sensors that are frequently used in the field of robotics

• Through these sensors, robots collect Large Volumes of Data, which must be 
analyzed to be used effectively

• HPCC Systems can process big data, but needs an easy way to ingest data 
from these sensors

• The API for ingesting the data should be Open Source and available to 
anyone who needs it
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Quick poll:
Have you ever worked with Robot Operating 
System (ROS) — the platform driving many 
robots in education, research, and industry?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Outline
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• Autonomous agricultural robot that can collect soil samples and other data 
at fixed intervals in a field

• GNSS and RTK positioning (GPS coordinates)

• Scanning Rangefinder
• Infrared Imagery

• Soil Sampling

• Publishing the code for all to see and use
• Analyzing Data



Agricultural Robot

• Autonomously drive down rows in fields and collects data from soil and 
atmosphere

• Data Collected from these sensors includes coordinates, infrared imagery, 
humidity, temperature, and other relevant metrics

• Virtual Reality component, using a VR headset and a robotic arm, but that 
does not involve data collection
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Agricultural Robot
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GNSS Data
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GNSS Data

• Developed a package in ROS to collect location data published by SwiftNav 
Piksi GNSS module.

• Sprayed data through ECL Watch, processed the records, and indexed them
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Analyzing Data

• Big data from robots may include GNSS coordinates, images from 
cameras, and point clouds from scanning rangefinders

• Apply Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to data collected

• Utilize computed weights and biases from ML algorithms in real-time on 
the robot
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Infrared Camera
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Infrared Data

• Flir C2 (Infrared Camera)

• Wrote a package in ROS that made use of OpenCV to read images 
from the camera (OpenCV is a widely used open source image 
processing library)

• Used cv_bridge alongside Image Transport (two ROS packages) to 
convert the images into ROS messages

• Binary data ingestion into HPCC Systems
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Infrared Data
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Publishing the Project

• Repository for ROS workspace (C++ or Python)

• Subdirectory for all ECL modules
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Publishing the Project – ROS
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Publishing the Project – ECL
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Quick poll:
What roles do you foresee HPCC Systems filling in 
the field of robotics?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Analyzing Data

• Not in the scope of this project

• Would work well as a continuation of this project
• Collection of data from agricultural robot
• Analyzing the data
• Possible use of the data analysis onboard
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Questions?

Aramis Tanelus
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
LexisNexis Risk Solutions
Aramis.Tanelus@lexisnexisrisk.com
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MPI Proof of Concept

Saminda Wijeratne
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
Masters Student
Georgia Institute of Technology
samindaw@gatech.edu



Quick poll:
How long ago was the current implementation of 
the MP library introduced to the HPCC Systems 
platform?

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Agenda

• Introduction

• MP Project/Library overview

• Project Goals
• MPI Implementation

• Expectations
• Design Challenges

• Performance Evaluation

• Future work

LexisNexis Risk Solutions Overview63



HPCC Systems Platform Architecture
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HPCC Systems Platform Architecture
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Thor cluster
Data Refinery

Thor System
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Thor System
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What is “Message Passing 
Library”?

API Designed to Mirror 
MPI

Designed to support any 
external component required 
to communicate to another.

Lightweight & 
Independent of 3rd party 

libraries

Optimized to support 
required features of HPCC 

systems

Current implementation 
uses jsocket library

jsocket is an in-house 
library developed using C 

native socket library
Developed nearly 
two decades ago



<<<Communication Magic>>>

Primary Functions in Message Passing Library

70

HPCC Components (Thor, Dali ...)

MP Library

Supercomputing Cluster



Message Passing Library (Under the hood)
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HPCC Components (Thor, Dali ...)

MP Library
Communicator Group NodeMessage

Communication 
API

Supercomputing Cluster



Message Passing Library (Under the hood)
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HPCC Components (Thor, Dali ...)

MP Library

Communication 
API

Supercomputing Cluster

JSocket Implementation
(henceforth MP Imple.)

Core 
Implementation

JSocket Library

Communicator Group NodeMessage



Project Goals

73

• Primary goal of this project is to introduce and evaluate MPI framework as an 

alternative to the jsocket (MP) design.



Project Goals
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• Primary goal of this project is to introduce and evaluate MPI framework as an 

alternative to the jsocket (MP) design.

Mainly this would include:

• Map each and every existing communication primitive in MP library to MPI function(s)

• Execution of communication functions on a multi-threaded environment

• Performance evaluation compared to existing MP library implementation



Message Passing Library (Under the hood)
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HPCC Components (Thor, Dali ...)

MP Library

Communication 
API

Supercomputing Cluster

MP 
Implementation

Core 
Implementation

JSocket Library

MPI 
Implementation

MPI Framework

Communicator Group NodeMessage



Revisit the Communication API
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Communicator
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Node

Message



Revisit the Communication API
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Communicator

Group

Node

MessageUniquely Represents a 
slave or a master 

node 



Revisit the Communication API
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MessageUniquely Represents a 
slave or a master 
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A group of Nodes



Revisit the Communication API
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Communicator

Group

Node

MessageUniquely Represents a 
slave or a master 

node 

A group of Nodes

The generic 
representation of the 
data to be managed



Revisit the Communication API
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Communicator

Group

Node

MessageUniquely Represents a 
slave or a master 

node 

A group of Nodes

The generic 
representation of the 
data to be managed

send(...)

recv(...)

flush(...)

barrier(...)

reply(...)
sendRecv(...)

probe(...)

cancel(...)



Challenges in MPI
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● Timeout behavior

● Support for synchronous/asynchronous communication

● Multi-threading support

● Resolving race-conditions

Mapping Communicator API to MPI functions is not straightforward.



Challenges in MPI
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Mapping Communicator API to MPI functions is not straightforward.

● Allow efficient control of buffer space

● Callback functions when communication status changes

Unmatched functionality in MPI Spec



Challenges in MPI

83

Mapping Communicator API to MPI functions is not straightforward.

Unmatched functionality in MPI Spec

● Support for multi-threaded environment

● Inconsistency in constants defined

● How message routing is optimized and controlled by different 

implementations

Restrictions inherited by Implementation Library



Challenges in MPI
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Mapping Communicator API to MPI functions is not straightforward.

Unmatched functionality in MPI Spec

Restrictions inherited by Implementation Library

● Setting up and maintaining the testing environment

Proper evaluation of MP and MPI implementations



Major Design Decisions

send(...) needs to be asynchronous: 

Using synchronous call of MPI_Send instead of MPI_Isend or MPI_Ibsend
recv(...) needs to be synchronous:

Using MPI_Irecv instead of MPI_Recv
send/recv to node should send one message:

Introducing Dual Message Scheme
Message tags should be unique throughout the communication:

Restricting and changing tag values to support allowed tag ranges
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Initial Performance Benchmark

86

Use of AlltoAll testcase to calculate bandwidth

Parameters: 
A message sent from each node to all others,

○ Multiple times
○ Different message sizes

Executed on:
○ One host: multiple nodes 
○ Multiple hosts: multiple nodes

Benchmark using different design flavors



Preliminary Results (same host: 2 nodes)
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Preliminary Results (same host: 4 nodes)
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Preliminary Results (Which flavour is the best?)
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Future Work

• One of the strong points in MPI is its Collective Communication design.

• MPI implementations analyze the underlying cluster architecture and optimizes 

communication when there are multiple hosts that needs to be communicated with a 

common goal. 

• An exciting future prospect of this project would be to identify where Thor would 

require collective communication and design MP library interfaces to introduce 

collective communication APIs to optimize communications between nodes.
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Quick poll:
Using AlltoAll testcase we can estimate, (within a 
reasonable margin of error), the performance gains 
of using MPI as the backend communication 
framework for Thor cluster.

See poll on bottom of presentation screen



Questions?
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Saminda Wijeratne
HPCC Systems Summer Intern
Masters Student
Georgia Institute of Technology
samindaw@gatech.edu



• Have a new success story to share?     

• Want to pitch a new use case?    
• Have a new HPCC Systems application you want to demo?    

• Want to share some helpful ECL tips and sample code?    

• Have a new suggestion for the roadmap?
• Be a featured speaker for an upcoming episode! Email your idea to 

Techtalks@hpccsystems.com

• Visit The Download Tech Talks wiki for more information: 
https://wiki.hpccsystems.com/display/hpcc/HPCC+Systems+Tech+Talks

Stay tuned for our next Tech Talk!
Watch our Events page for details.

Submit a talk for an upcoming episode!  
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A copy of this presentation will be made available soon on our blog:
hpccsystems.com/blog

Thank You! 
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